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America's Greenest States

The Garden State ranked seventh in our first−ever list of America's Greenest States, a surprise winner amid
places synonymous with environmentalism like Vermont, Oregon and Washington. More startling: The
congested East Coast is a lot more environmentally friendly than you thought.

Sure the Western U.S., with its big skies and open spaces feels green−−but when you look at broader
measurements of humans' impact on the environment, including consumption patterns, air and water
quality, and waste, as well as policy, they don't fare as well.

Despite the acreage and lack of people, as well as mountains of regulation in California, Westerners drive
further and use more resources than their cramped Eastern cousins. Still, Idaho, Colorado, New Mexico and
Nevada all finished in the top 20.

On top: Vermont, Oregon and Washington. All have low carbon dioxide emissions per capita (or 'carbon
footprints'), strong policies to promote energy efficiency and high air quality, as indicated by their major
metro areas that are low in smog and ozone pollution. They're also among the states with the most buildings
(on a per capita basis) that have received the U.S. Green Building Council's benchmark certification, known
as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED).

A clutch of Eastern states round out the top 10. New Jersey makes the cut not because it excels in one
particular area−−though it has implemented strong policies to promote energy efficiency−−but because it
gets relatively high marks in just about every category. In only five states did people travel fewer miles in
their vehicles than they did in New Jersey in 2005, the most recent year for which government data is
available. That same year, 42 states exceeded their Clean Water Act permit limits by levels greater than
New Jersey did, according to the watchdog group U.S. PIRG. And 33 states managed more toxic waste per
capita than New Jersey. In other words, don't let the poor air quality in Newark fool you.

Another example: Maryland. Only 10 states have a lower carbon footprint per capita than Maryland, and the
state has a relatively low instance of water facilities exceeding their Clean Water Act permits, according to
PIRG. In addition, Maryland ranks 40th in total energy consumption nationwide, and it managed less toxic
waste per capita than all but six states in 2005. And earlier this year it joined a group of Northeast and
Mid−Atlantic states to cap greenhouse gas emissions and trade emissions credits.

Then there's tiny Rhode Island. The state has mandated that utilities obtain 16% of their power from
renewable fuel sources by 2020. It has the lowest energy consumption per capita of any state in the country,
and only two states have lower carbon footprints than Rhode Island, government data show.

One of the most startling findings on our list is that California doesn't crack the top 10, despite routinely
setting the bar for environmental policy. At least five of its metropolitan areas, including Los Angeles,
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Bakersfield and Fresno, appear on the American Lung Association's 2007 list of cities with the worst
long−term smog and ozone pollution. And 69% of its major water facilities exceeded their Clean Water Act
permit limits at least once in 2005, according to PIRG. That's the 10th worst percentage in the country.

Likewise, there's no Rocky Mountain high in the top 10. Colorado, famous for outdoor recreation, does
have great air quality, but its carbon footprint per capita is only the 24th best in the nation. It doesn't have
particularly poor water quality or energy efficiency policies or an abnormally high amount of toxic waste,
but the state's rankings in these categories aren't outstanding either. It clocks in at No. 13 on our survey.

A bit about our methodology−−we ranked each state in six equally weighted categories: carbon footprint,
air quality, water quality, hazardous waste management, policy initiatives and energy consumption.

Because carbon dioxide is the most prevalent greenhouse gas, carbon footprint provides a fairly good
example of overall emissions levels. For air quality, we have relied on the American Lung Association's
2007 State of the Air Report to determine which metro areas have the best and worst pollution. Because
EPA's most recent comprehensive data on water quality is five years old, we have relied on PIRG's water
assessment released in October 2007 to complete our analysis in that area. Each state's hazardous waste
management per capita has been determined using the most recent information available (2005) from EPA.

For our rankings on policy initiatives, we use the American Council for an Energy−Efficient Economy's
energy efficiency scorecard, released in June 2007. Regarding energy consumption and lifestyle choice, we
examined a number of factors, including vehicle miles traveled and the number of alternative fuel and
hybrid−electric vehicles per capita by state, as well as the number of buildings that have received the U.S.
Green Building Council's energy efficient 'LEED' certification. We have also relied on information from the
Energy Information Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Transportation,
the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Sierra Club. All data are the most recent available.

So who's at the bottom? Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, Indiana and, at No. 50, West Virginia. All suffer
from a mix of toxic waste, lots of pollution and consumption and no clear plans to do anything about it.
Expect them to remain that way.
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Engel And QuickPen Offer A Complete Integrated Solution

Engel and QuickPen have partnered to offer a complete integrated solution for your Estimating, CAD,
CAM and Fabrication needs. Get on TARGET with their solution. For more information visit
www.QuickPen.com and www.engelind.com

Visit Your Local Trane Parts Store And You Won't Leave Empty−Handed

You need a reliable source of HVAC parts Trane has professionally designed and fully stocked Trane parts
centers in every major metro area in North America, usually no more than 20 minutes away from your job
site. Trane understands that you need the right parts at a convenient location, along with good parts advice.
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•     102 Trane parts stores in North America and growing
•     Within 20 minutes of any major job site
•     More than 300,000 SKUs available
•     Over 50 years of parts experience

Destiny™ Indoor Air Handler From McQuay® Available With Electric Heat
Option

The Destiny™ indoor air
handler from McQuay® is

available with an electric heat
option.

The Destiny™ low−pressure indoor air handler from McQuay is now available with an electric heat option,
providing a convenient heating and cooling system in one unit. Heat output ranges from 1.5 to 55 kW,
depending on unit size. Up to four steps of control are available, depending on unit and heater size, to meet
load requirements without overheating or short cycling. Single−point power to the fan and the heater
minimize installation costs.

Available in vertical and horizontal configurations, the Destiny indoor air handler combines the economy of
a blower coil with the performance and flexibility of a modular, low−pressure air handler. This
single−product solution for blower coil and low−pressure air handler applications from 600 to 15,000 cfm
simplifies design and reduces installation costs in new construction and retrofit building projects.

McQuay International delivers engineered, flexible solutions for commercial, industrial and institutional
HVAC requirements with reliable products, knowledgeable applications expertise and responsive support.
McQuay products and services are provided through a worldwide network of dedicated sales and service
offices. For more information or the name of your local McQuay representative, call 1−800−432−1342 or
visit www.mcquay.com.

It Doesn't Take A Genius To Understand Super HETO

This Highly Engineered Take−Off brings a new meaning to “Hi Efficiency”. The Super HETO’s body is
pressed from a single piece of steel giving it perfectly smooth radius corners. For more information contact
Sheet Metal Connectors, Inc. at 800−328−1966. Visit www.smcduct.com
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The Vicon Of Your Future. . .Plasma Cutting Machines, Duct Line Systems,
Rollformers, TDX Machines

The Performance you want. The Experience you need. The Service you deserve. Vicon Machinery
LLC/Plasma Automation Inc./Intelicad Drafting Software. One Source. One Solution. 800−563−8510. Visit
www.plasma−automation.com

Take Two! Duro Loop and Dyn−O−Wrap

Duro Loop is aviation grade galvanized steel wire rope for hanging ductwork. Its pre−looped design cuts
installation time.

Dyn−O−Wrap is a durable and puncture resistant self−adhesive film to protect ductwork from dust and
debris.

For more information: Duro Dyne Corp. 631−249−9000 www.durodyne.com
E−mail: durodyne@durodyne.com

Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors' National Association
4201 Lafayette Center Drive Chantilly, Virginia 20151−1209
Tel (703) 803−2980 Fax (703) 803−3732 info@smacna.org
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